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Today is the 18th of October 1981. Our interviewee, Mr. 

ifniaaw teenie: Mr. Latinisic one of NSA's foremost 

cryptanalystsjoin ed the Signal Intelligence Service as a 

civilian in 1941 as a result of recruitment by Mr. William 

Friedman. Mr. Lutwiniak later enlisted in’ the U. S. Army 

and was i Wuiee Gaely- eed sacs to Arlington Hall in 1942. 

In 1943 he joined the Signal Intelligence Service in New 

Delhi, India, or the CBI Theatre. On this tape Mr. 

Lutwiniak will discuss his career. The interview is 

taking place in the Pl area, 8th Floor, Headquarters 

Building at NSA. Interviewer, Bob Farley. Classification 
Ch are 

of this single tape is,SECRET HANDLE COMINT CHANNELS. 

Why don't we get underway? I do appreciate your time; I 

pulve 
t : 

know yeounga busy man. But first of all let's get underway 

and what I'd like is a little information on your teenage 
the 

days, where you went to school before,military, and then 

we could pick it up, military basic training and Arlington 

Hall and whatever else you want to talk about, sir. 
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This 
ang tArs 

I'm a high school graduate, I never got to any college, 

My military career is closely connected with working for 

NSA and its predecessors, ddd I guess by way of background 

on that, I had an early interest in crossword puzzles 

which led to an interest in eryptograms and I entered a 

’ contest in a detective magazine, Detective Fiction Weekly, If 
ce nectar 

memory serves, which had a cryptogram croeendats are 

‘out every week, they had five or six cryptograms in it. 

one. time they had a contest where the first five 
Solutions. 

or six addusions got subscriptions to something called 

2 

the Cryptogram which is the publication of the Amer ican 

Cryptogram# Society. I entered the contest and I won a 

: \ ; : ; eee Z ee 

years subscription ybiGe-finetrep ead which got me exposed 

to the great world of ciphers. I guess I was all of 13 

ao 4 S 
cH: at the time. I found that facinating. I rapidly 

became one of the foremost solvers in the ACA and I kept 

that up for some years and then in late '39 or maybe 

early "46,1 got a communication from the Signal Intelligence 

Service, William Friedman, asking me if I'd be interested 

in signing up for the Army extension courses on cryptography 

‘ 

and cryptanalysg@gs with a view perhaps to subsequent 

tt had beew 
employment. , Beenaone of my fondest dreams to some day be 

a cryptanalyst as a profession. It never occurred to me 

that it might actually happeng I didn't think there was 

any such place in the government. So I took these 

A. 
extension courses and I worked my way through military 

n" e as ; { 
¢eryptography and military ¢ryptanalysgs I and Military 
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¢ryptanalys¢s 11 aad! 1 guess I was almost entirely through 

pa 
thilitary ¢rypt III when I got an offer for employment 

which I jumped at. They asked me how much I wanted, difd/ 

es was then employed in the garment sector and I figured 

WOU 

$30 a week be a munificent raise. I asked for that and 
1440. 00 

I wound up getting $+4-4# per annum, per annum. 

FARLEY: That's about a week's salary now. 

wet Lutwim tale Then they asked me to get a physical and send them the 

(Change WAA To , : : i x 

Lytwikk THebvettulp i 11 of health from the doctor which I did and I subsequently 

got a notice to report to work on February lst 1941. 

FARLEY: This was at the Munitions Building?. 

WM: h- ~— At the Munitions Building, that's right. I walked in and 

briefly chatted with Mr. Friedman who -turned me over to 

‘my subsequent boss, Solomon Kullback and I went to work. 

And I guess I was very gainfully employed and having a 

lot of fun working on all kinds of stuff, mostly Germang 

“That 
chan was the German section, but we had an awful lot of 

/ Te 

the spy ciphers to work onp rtawas a lot of fun. The 

place got crowded rather fast and being a young bachelor 

I wound up on swing shift naturally. Matter of fact I 

think I worked the whole war on swing shift. But by then 

we were at war and the draft board was breathing down my 

heck So I got an interview with then/’Captain Hayes of 

the Signal Corp? 

FARLEY: . Harold Hayes? 

WM: Harold Hayes, Harold G. Hayes and told him I didn't want 
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to get drafted because I was afraid I'd get out of the 
Au & 

business, I'd become an infantryman. I asked him if 

- there was any way at all I could arrange to volunteer 

and get inducted into the Signal ésig she continue to 

work at SIS. And I explained to him that there was some 

financial difficulty involved because I was sending half 

ari 
my salary one Shade hay nother waS a widows I had three 

younger brothers and I worried about that. I guess he 

took some notes and I must 9 said the right things in the 

EIgne way because I subsequently was told to go down to 

the greyhound. pas station on New York Avenue aitblceitan 

artdet and enlist ve recruiting office there where I 

would get Bidens, So I went down there and T “passed the 

physical,- wasn't much to that, and the sergeant there 

gave ‘ites Soe Gnaeeaeene rehey¢ been expecting ey ae 

AALS was sworn in he said ee your orders, 98a 

oh orders were to report to Captain Hayes at the Munitions 

Building., | 

Beautiful, 
He 

Went to Captain Hayes at the mun eerots eyes he said, 

“We tl 
weti okay go back to work and we'll worry about getting 

you a uniform and some basic training and things like that. 

Did you come in as a PVT? 

That was the other part of it. He immediately promoted 

Teche No : : 
me to Pexatt; <Tm it was the three stripes with the T on it, 

Okay, technician fourthy wasp't ie? 

ff 
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WM: That's right, yeah, fechnician fourth. 

FARLEY: Well, that was great to come in with stripes on your arms. 

WM: . . Yeah, that's right, and that enabled me to send as much home, 

money home as I had been sending. And I never did get 

basic training. 

FARLEY: That was one question I was going to ask. 

WM: I never dids i came in bits and pieces. I had - take 

‘the Army apeteude test in the office under, who was first 

9 Does Second 
sergeant then, Flynn dog that sound right, in the second 

Siqnal 7. . ew 
signet? Foes I was trucked down to Ft. Mekg along with a 

couple of other guys to get my uniforms 0 ana that was, 

“Wat about ‘all there was until the great day when they 

moved the Munitions Building to Arlington Hall and all of 

a sudden heard we're gonna live in barracks, 

FARLEY :: That was quite a comedown for a lot of people. 
") 

WM: And I, by then I was a tech sergeant, pEqHA hy I was 

probably was the master sergeant by then, and NCO ACOB 

and never had a minutes worth of basic. 

FARLEY: | Was it rough) 1 mean not completely understanding the 

| left and the right flank and to the rear march and all 

that, or did you have enough sergeants to tell them to 

take care of it? 
ow 

FARLEY: No, I had to do it, yoy had to run your own barracks, but, 

you know, one has a quick study and the barracks I inherited 

was full of these privates who were all Japanese antag tae 

Ave out of places like Yale and Harvard and vt goa, soa: 

never seen more than two stripes while they were in the 
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Army, had that going for me. Then they found out in 
Cry plan alys> } So 

short order I had a’‘reputation as a s"S0- 
aA 

there's a lot of respect going there, too. And I'm sure 

they did a fair amount of covering up for my deficiencies. 

_ How much Ailiy/ of your time was devoted to administration 

rather than’ cryptanalys@s because you were the senior NCO? 

Very little, very Li Pel Gi. 

So you were able to spend most of your time in Building A 

or Building B, whichever it was? 
all 

Particularly since I was on the swing shift and RBey WEES 

Aon day shift. 

Okay. So you could handle the administration during the 
stay unt! 

day then fit midnight? 

That's right. 

Okay. What sort of an assignment did you get from the 

Munitions to Arlington Hall? When you moved to Arlington, 

were you given pretty much the same duties as you had at 

the SIS in Munitions? 

; he. 
There was a point in time when @# Japanese problem grew so 

much that they needed to beef it up and I was transferred 

from the German section to the Japanese section. I had 

gotten a lot of notoriety as a depth stripper in German 

and they had an awful lot of key to recover on the Japanese 

systems. I'm not sure when I gaa, Shougn, I guess it was 

after we flogged the GEE, German Dip System. 

Late '42 or? 
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yeah xb Aeathfy/ and that problem was winding down. So I 

was assigned to the Japanese problem, but Kullback was 

RUBEN HENS e Oye. the time. I guess he'd already moved 

over and I didn't have any administrative dutiesy I was 

simply a sip tanany seer werkea swing shift, recovered 

keys like crazy, and recovered keys that A4#" they couldn't 

believe the next day, day after day after day. 

gust had that talent, that knack I guess. Was Bouleee 

involved at all in the Japanese area? 

In the Munitions Building yes. In those days we only 

of Course 
’ worked DIP problems because and then yeah, he ran the 

Japanese Diplomatic section. I wasn't in that. Security 

. was very good. By osmosis you gathered when they'd broken 

someting, but the details weren't readily apparent and 

you got the buzz words like MAGIC and PURPLE and the RED 

machine and so on. 

Where those words used pretty much around that area at 

that time? 

Oh yeah, the MAGIC SUMMARY, yeah, and that was clearly 

the SIS intelligence wrap up that was picked up by courier 

and hand-carried, but yeah, the buzz word, the PURPLE 

machine, that's what we called it, the RED machine. 

Right. If you were to pick somebody as a mentor or 

somebody who guided you. during that period, who would you sAa¥ 

it was? 
aah: ans 

Oh, it'd be Kullbackg yeeh I always looked up to him, I 
gg . 
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still do. 

eid 
FARLEY: Good od, Solomon right? 

’ g May ur: {lap >padly , Le 

WM: Yeah. yeah he was vbchdd 1A, very sensible, eS didn't 
/ 

mince words » diy said what he meant,’ nothing devious or 

underhanded about him oP I always figured, gee, if I 
have. 

ever is run ane Pee around here that I'd run it the 

way Kullback’ aid - and i did, the best I could. Kind of 
7 

. no= ~nonsénse, blunt, straight to the point, Age 
Leal Were 

FARLEY: W the big three in mitoun by then} eater 

WM: i . Yeah, that, you know it's all hazy, so much happened so 

fast in those days, but one day all of sudden there was 

Abe Sinkov- in a uniform and Rowlett in a uniform and 
#9, The 

Kullback ina uniform fA eaaip didn't look very military, 

but there they were in uniforms. 

FARLEY: Especially Abe. 

WM: Yeah, full colonels. ; 

FARLEY: yeah, right. And then Abe went to Australia iolmid/dtr TE 

was mid '42 wasn't it, or was it earlier than that? 

WM: ‘I think mid '42 is about right. 

FARLEY: What systems do you recall that you were working, on Fi. 

| knocking off the additives? Was it 2-4-6-8 or? 

WM: 2-4-6-8, 7-8-9-8. I guess those were the two main ones 

because it was never ending ABER tne + time you recovered 

all the additive in the book, they put out a new book and 

. there were always key squares to recover and stuff like 

that. 
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FARLEY: Was there any morale problem at all with the military at 
thes 

that time,nfelt that they were working longer than some 

Civilians 
of the citians and were making less money? Did you notice 

it in the early days? 

WM: Never bothered me. When I enlisted in the Army I forfeited 

something like, as a civilian, hundreds of hours of 

compensatory time that I never got to take and when I put 

on the uniform I didn't change my habitsg I worked about 

12 hours a day, six or seven days a week, almost never 

Wore 
took a day off, -therp waS a war on. Besides I liked what 

I was doing. 

FARLEY: a Is there anything else we can put on tape regarding the 

Cryptanaly tical 
Grysitpathe-anatyties? period? What I want to do is get 

to the Japanese where you were sitting and working with 

ike 
WM : I didn't work with Rei fchauer at allg he had the whole 

Colonel Rei chauer. 

language end of it and I was on the crypt end. 

FARLEY: Oh I was under the impression that you had been with 

wetdohavey. 

WM: No” . 

FARLEY: George Reddick and couple of other people finda Troaght es 

WM: © Nope. * 

FARLEY: And they said that you were in siege: Did you know him 

at all? ; aS 

WM: Oh sure, sures HV Ad lerdkstesModdeybdity neizchauer. 

But no, he had the job of running the big translation 
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effort on the pape n ee tae ne up all the book-breaking 

and training all these young GIs who he hoped to beat 

into linguists, Japanese linguists. He was a very busy 

man. And I had nothing to do with that end of ite poet The. 

book-breaking and the translation was kept very very 

separate from the depth stripping dodady ana the Y ¢covery 

rodoyehllela of code charts. 
6: 

How closely did you work with the translators, Ail gy 

-you had a problem or if you could help them or they could 

help you, how close was the liaison? 

rey 'd 
It was sort of on a who-you-know basiSe they'7 come to me 

and ask if this recovery might not be correct or I'd go 

to them and say, this group hasn't been noted yet and yet 

I think it exists and it ought to mean so and so and that 

kind of thing. But that would be because some of the 

That 
andthe would lead to other contacts who would seek me 

guys I was doing business with were guys in my barracks «¢ 

out. > But most of that work was done by day and there I 

was from swing ened the wee hours of the morning. 

Was liaison di seouraged among the various elements in the 

building? : 

— it's just that everybody had so much to do that there 

wae a A time to develop generalists, people who saw small 

pieces of all the action. 

How much machines or, well, what did they call them in 

those days, I guess it was early for computers, but how 

_ HANDLE VIA CORT x rt 
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| di “st 
much machine assistance G Meh, PeRe We 4 

WM: IBM \ 
7 He w 

FARLEY: Yeah and the off , National Cash Register equipments, hew 

ANA 6 
much elas | tana value were those in '42 and '43? 

. Vy &) 4 

WM : Oh, they were quite valuable until UF we got IBM ana WLLL, 

weve able to sort and collate. We couldn't have gotten very 

far hence the. German ae and of course they ran the SIS 

<n Pittanee » 
on thé.mere pittance af of the reason}. we went on 

swing shift was so we could use the IBM setup in the, 

I guess it's the adjutant general's sectiong I forget 

what they called it then, logistics. Anyhow we used to 

go down about 4:38 - 5:88 when they got through and run 

Cofla for s 
all. the sorters and cotteters and everything else right 

into the ground. Sometimes bptall wera render Pe 

four, five, six pieces of machinery, but we'd get our 

os done, eee back upstairs and I don't know what 

they thought of us when they had to clean up the next 

morning, troubleshooting all that stuff. But gradually 

we got our own IBM facility in the Munitions Building. I 

guess it was Rowlett whogdphely was sort of an electromechanical 

genius as well as a cryptanalyst. He put some things 

together, one of which was the GEE warzer, geld 2 cn eats 
Weights 4 i ; 

eight tends solve transpostions mechanically by se hi Be 

’ FARLEY: Did you ever, in the earlier days, feed anything into the 

Bombes or were all the Bombes in Europe for the Enigma? 

WM: No,I think day we got one, but this is hearsay on my 
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part because by then I was in the g a. COT, 

_ Sir do you remember the organization structure of the 

period, mid '42s that you were involved in? 

Not very well because even now I see nomenclature, two 

capital B, small roman numeral and a small letter and I 

be nhs gts Ce 
for the life of me can't attach any significants- at all. 

You.can't, no. 
Wve 

I can't even give you the wheels who running various 

things. I know Kullback was running the whole Japanese 

Reichauer 
problem and wasebayex\weAd/ under him was running the 

language part of it. But I don't know who was directly 

below Kullback on the crypt end, who I should speak to. 

I don"t think I sit “os the guy. I don't know who he was. 
amb vos 

Yeah. eeafult t come in until '43 did he, do you 

remember? 

Yeah, in those days he spent his time mostly in Friedman's 

. 4. te had 
office and it was in the Headquarters Building, very 

little, almost nothing to do with operations. 

yeah, I first remember him in mid '43, so I guess he'd 

been around there for a while. 

And that was about the time I guess I got shipped to the jee 

Was 
BidaColonel Arrell yas (hy a linguist? 

Oh yes, yes he was. He may have been in charge and then 

Revere’ , 
aichaver worked for him. 

Could be. 

nit ays 
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WM: Yeah of course it was Colonel ArretT, a chicken colonel, 

Reichauec 
and I don't think Rieshavtes-was at that time. 

FARLEY: I don't recall. Oh I agree that's a long time ago, kind¢ af 

hard to sort it out. Shall we move to CBI now or is 

there anything else that you'd liké to talk about still 

at Arlington Hall? Okay, did you volunteer to go to the 

; 2 7 
~ CBI or were you} Cow 

WM : Oh no, no, I waS ordered. There was a time when a lot of 

the guys were volunteering for OCS and going and coming 

back as lieutenants, apd Kullback called me in his office 

oak \s (° oL 
one day says, Sergeant maa atigured he was mad at 

eS said ate 
Me» page sire yeaid, I! m ordering you to go to ocs." 

I saig ‘I don't want to, why should I waste three months 

when I can be solving all these things and stripping: all 
to 

this keyg I'm not gonng be more valuable to’ “you. asa 
iN 

lieutenant than I am as a sergeant!” "Baig I'm ordering 
: ‘ 

| vy it 

peed you. I said, ae, I'm nots" aaivtelan I walked out. 

It was shortly after that I got orders to go CBE.: - 1° 

don't think there's any connection. I think the Pacific 

war was getting to the point where they had,augment the. 
A 

very small effort they had in New Delhi and I was one of 

a group of how many others there were, eight. 

FARLEY: What date was this, do you remember, was it in '43? 

WM: I think that's right. 

FARLEY: That would be early '43. 

WM: Yeah. 
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How did they select them? Were they all, quote, volunteered 

or they needed certain specialties? 

Well let's see. Two of us were cryptanalysts, Dirth? ¢266y- 
Ong 

and Lutwiniakg one,was a traffic analyst # named Pickering, 

two were Japanese linguists named Henley and, what the 

‘ ? ‘ ) <7 hnro Ther 

hell was that other guys name, anothey COMSECer named 

Murphys YA was just sort of a slice of the cryptologic 

talent, all GIs, all non coms. 

What was your directive, what did they tell you to do, te “lo 

go over atid ‘setup a SIGINT intelligence service support 

getting 

(Noy We were Ganryang sealed orders. But gettdiiy there 
.e etting 

was some deal. Started out ghetingon a train in Washington 

and going clear across the country to some camp in 
! yo 

WwW 
California, Arif wes stopped there for I guess a month then 

Stoneman 
we went up to Northern California, Camp Coane yeah 

outside of Pittsburg. Sat there for another month, va We 

ebty, Evborly hen 
bears they were building our Ri bben got 

af 

ehippad south to nines a finally ee on che Soe ie 

ship which was brand new. We got gf’ aboard and they went 
Cruse 6 

around the hull but once, that was the shake-down Crews 

hey 
and=eney lighted out for India, by way of Australia, 

underneath 
unbeneath Australia, unescorted. 

7 Howe 
Two months trip, hrew long did it take? Hobaxt, Aasimania 

ol ney 
Two months. One stopy¢ a Bee on 

ae 
fresh water and vegetables, ghprit waS a cargo sh todtee ety, 98 
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loaded with munitions panglerp deck were crateS», I think 

they were P-38 Pg ote, todveks\dyehalllbbarbiete vere 

two what we called vee houses right on deck, one on each Side 

in 
of the ship and, those dog houses were ensconced, eight 

sergeants on one side and eight sergeants on the other. 

OSS 
The eight sergeants on the other side were all our-wess—S 

| They ; \ 

men » they were just as close-mouthed as ; we were. 

| . After we'd been at sea I forget how long, I guess we'd 

| I ate crossed the equator and gotten initiated into the’ 

| Royal Orber o Shellbacks y One 
| a) Phonon ehlbackstandg)-one of my chores was to take 

a bucket and climb up at the crowsfnest and get the eggs. 

FARLEY: What a mess. 

WM: The guy in charge of nominally, your transportation 

officer, lieutenant, very strange name, his name was 

Larder, his initials were wal They called us out on deck 
das ah ! + 

one sunny and said I'm gonna renew your orders men, <ddy I 
Meer whis pered ur 

to the guy next to ie te orders are to report 

mT e 
to the SIS in New Delhi, India, gin hex reads. his orders, 

Ow f 
“tyst report to the SIS building in New Delhi, India. 

FARLEY: Oh you had known that you were going there? 7 

WM: Why, sure. 

FARLEY: Oh yeah, okay. 

quys 
WM: They tried to keep it a secret, phitt{ The Oss garyg didn't 

know. But I don't think they were going to New Delhi, 

We. 
they probably went to Burmay we, never saw them after. 

After we landed in Calcutta, we never saw them again. 
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Koen pore (2) 
But from Calcutta we were trucked to a barracks, -CoFe- 

Abpea comes to mindg I don't know if that's the right 

name, but it was on a lush golf course where we had an 

intercept station. I can recall visiting at the intercept 

station during our stay there. But then we got trucked 

. or > No, 
up to \WEdok dd MH trae, were we flown, Bp, 1 guess ie went 

by train probably, to New Delhi and lived in tents for a 

while until we got barracks in town and checked into the 

ee . 
Munitteng Building and went to work. 

What . 
FARLEY: Bid+—what, sort of an operation was already there for SIS? ee 

WM: Very small one. edd) sip was skeletal. The guy in charge 

was a Major Martan and-he was responsible for all the 

usual things, pignalg intelligences ¥p was understat ted 

awk Ln} a almost, no equipment add’ I was horrified to find 

out that the systems he was promulgating in the CBI 

Theatre were double-transposition systems with literal 

keys for deriving Tl and T2, instructions for use,you 

know, don't fill thie matrix and is pee that, aya 
» Wee 

thought that. was pathetic because ra lot of experience 

, 2S 
on transposition systems +g used by the German spies in 

\ 

South America, Ania I knew how subject they were to abuse 

and it just doesn't stand up. And they had a series of 

related things from which the derived keys, English 

phrases “igayAle/gyy you know, if you made a recovery, you 
’ the and 

could recover the two keys, the literal keyS, see how they're 

Gradually 
«1 could just see related and get an idea @ 
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our stuff being ripped to pieces and yet what else could 

he aol ph ‘nad no material Ae to get our good systems or 
x 

anything else. They greeted | boy they gemeied us 

because that meant they were free to go back to the States. 
7 

Is that right, they had served their time over there Bry — 

Yeah. Jeaves They must have 

That's unusual that they would let them 4 gpley shed 

accumulated their numbers of points A Pe: 
Sak 

Well no I think they had two or three years iny ae? 
Out co : 

simply were due to be replaced. REG, was Leonard, colonel, 

yeah lieutenant colonel then, and later chicken colonel, 

Major rend llrmekoL aoe Hid tien. Bick wit 
Oh yeah. ‘ ee po 

on ‘bol 
He was major in the Munitions Building, I aneSee NLesee 

“Thre ra ean tee 
pee Tenings me of an incident. When he came on board to 

Sake over the swing shift in the Munitions padiidane Hee 

rown 
ha d Be by then, enough so it: needed an officer-in-charge. 

He came in one evening and he naa Mf an intercepted crypto- 

gram from, I guess it was one of the spy networks in 

He - Ww Here , 

South eee ae hese Bill, see what you can do 

with this, and tesjust tossed it on my desk. Well it was 

eG 
tyanepositiongiy it was single transposition, ittahad a 

/ i F 
. : : \h 

lot of X's in it and then, amd rather short order I put 

“Te . Some Thing 

the thing together, solved it, ify Wa English s something 

about a ship movement and cargo out of some port in South 

America and its destination, ga4I put it back on his desk 

et 
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ee And 
and he looked at, #e said, Voor good, Bill. and I went 

ian 4 
back to work, Hutt(he 4 .he turned up in the CBI Anbar 

ag Lieutenant Colonel Bickwit, Chief Signal Officer of the 

T quess he. 
Theatre. (44-4 remembered that and I wound up 

sort of running the whole crypt effort. There was a 

: j Sairin i, 

nominal captain in charge, Stowbridge,» seumrd right? 

: Pour 
FARLEY: . : Yes. That! Ss what: I heard from three OF GOR lS who were 

there that you ran the eperaion: 

WM: = veah. nd phtshdly I'm sure this is all connected, 
: . aN who Wra— 

Bickwit just simply impressed with sy a aia guy knows 

eae he's doing and saw to it that I was giving a fairly 

free hand, HyWy 1 never asked for permission. All the 

supplies I asked for I got right away and ee es 
; never : any Thing’ 

that. And I / worried about vB DS {iy seened 
+0 We gettin 

natural ome, wEa were getting the ae done and it's only 

in retrospect that I see that YoARniw/ this had to be Rind of 

JAG. planned and made to happen that way. 

FARLEY: Did you reorganize the group when you took over or was 

there any need to do anything? 
er ae 

WM: pes eee seems to me it was sere ot Wavta 

guess is the right word, and I had some very good people eo 

We 
and simply sorted things out by function and allocated 

af 
functions for people and kinda put it on a sort of a 

=n 
assembly line Peete ayers) we moved people around so that 

everybody could do everything after a while. And {yea 

ppitow got it sort in a smooth flowing thing Ada I orchestrated , 
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the whole Bik I was in charge of all the incoming and 

outgoing key recoveries and I kept all the records up to 

date and I provided all the working aids, all the recoveries 

of. eodevareues and keys and things like that and just kept 

things running ajosg hf svmocinly. 

What systems were ee target, were they all Japanese, 

medium Yergehr level 

Yeah. Not at the beginning, we worked the gananeae 

main lines. The ones that had particular impact on the 

CBI Theatre, SMAT, and I forget whee that breaks down to, 

that 6, 7, 7,8,9,08? | 

I don't know, I believe so, right: And that was the main 

line. ' Was there a heavy volume of traffic or were ae 

able to just hear three or four stations? 

wett we had an me station eight outside Delhi, I 

forget the number, aaa iS also got traffic from the one 

outside of Calcutta. Seems to me we had one in Burma, 

one in China. 

and they'd feed all the traffic to you people? 

It got to us, yes. We were reading the main lines currently 
/ 

and we were grinding out very good intelligence in support 

"Hal€ pint,’ TL Wea 
of I oe by enen Lidl dit fy be Joe Stillwell" S boy, 

they'd 
and—they"a come every month’ change of the square, Fel 

Sometime s 
sometimes it would take three, four days before we got it 

é the 

fron, Dig effort at Arlington sani So one night Paul Derthick 

~ Arlitex id! ana me and a sergeant named Jack Lauberman figured 
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out that if we could get the traffic in early we could 

recover the square probably that night. We got Stowbridge 

in, Our Captain Stowbridge, commandeered a jeep and we 

“ @euvier 
ran a sort of a query into the intercept station outside 

Delhi and kept bringing in the traffic during the nights 

Derthrcle pd kde hl ana 1 would take the preamble stuff and start 

trying to solve the square change and about 3:30-4:90 in 

the morning we had just enough traffic to.put it all 

togethers aff I recall saying see, fot tnd we should 

Th eres 
probably send this back to Washington, theretg;no sense 

: Q 
them. going through the agony of recovering, bat we,,got a hold 

of, who was the COMSEC | oie Jim Geeseman, Sergeant 
. nse 

Geeseman, and a him to send it back to Arlington Hall, 

; . w Well, Tt 

And ‘he said Walt, it was the ed we used, ,no numbers 

: “ Niel 

on it, very hard, t said \yeypyaliright we'll spell out 

all the numbers; spell out all the rows, digit by digit, 
as @& checlt Nt . Ja 

and then af” HA Spell out all the columns, ahdtst it 

wound up to be a sizeable piece of thing. andy he—said, 

well x 9 To } 
He cad, we wetlpwho does this go to, I saidyey Me, Kullback from 

} = {/ t Ana é z : hi 

Lutwiniak ane we sent it. And a day later we got a of] Y g 
WL 

message back from Kullback to Lutwiniak, Ypbyr mission out 
Bs ‘ie 

there is to exploit systems not to recover them, pore ao 

that again, he said. And I, you know, d Mwe'd spent the 

rest of the night celebrating, got a bottle of wine and — — 

FARLEY: Something to celebrate. 

WM: Yeah, but, then we got that slap in the face. It wasn't 
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21 peal 
until I got back q found out what had neppened'. A guy 

named, civilian samed Cassidy who was running ‘the Jae 

problem back here, when that square came in aust gee into 
Iss How dare they? Thats 

a towering Wp plobicornadyh vies noe their job/ 
LAR, roll Fy 

And Kullback, the only way he coun a AE i guy was 

“he 
That's a shame. Guys so shortsighted , Hale Lehi war should 

to send this reprimand back to me. 

ait riaht, Hepa 

Well I think Kully knew I would take a anbbiger A Asc 
"Don'C 

just smiled when he handed it to me. i“ saidl “Vp pay 

any attention to this pill Next time the square changes 

you guys can do it overnight like you did, go do it. Next 

time we won't send it.” 

What support did you get from Arlington Hall? 

Oh all the keys as they recovered them and-so on. They / 

used to come rolling. Gee, a nt part of my job was 

simply taking these decrypts, Ww Cad type X which we 

We eens 

could use for the keys, was—tq take these decrypts and. 

write them up on the 5x8 cards with the proper row 

designators and columng designators and page designators 

Reep have thead 
and x$hibty those things up to date and #iavailable for 

Who 
the guys spat were doing the exploitation and the 

decryption. Sometimes a key page would be sketchily 

recovered and we'd have a message that was very interesting 

What 
and if we had something around, wetl we had two deep, 

we'd try to fill in the unrecovered keys just to complete 

That 
the translationsg tesa kind of recovery we did. 
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Switch to Side 2. 

How about Support from Central Bureau in Australia, did 

mee have any liaison or any eines tiie to the Australians or 

Girhavd, Erskine , ms pact 
the Sinkov, afi 6erherdt, Brsk-and“that crew? 

I heard — times directly from Abe SLM Key but whether 
a 

hey, were official communications and an exchange that 

2 ~Thack 

way I have no idea, theta would have been done at the 
0 $f te er 

offies{ level and I didn't pay much attention to that. 

There was a British group, WEC, in the area and they came 

“down on occasion to talk to us and we went out there to 

.talk to’them. I recall one effort they had which they 

‘ gaid was working very well of teaching South African 

. matives how to intercept Japanese traffic by poking the 

right keys. on typewriter to correspond with what they 

- On 
heard TICES: : They said it was working very well in 

Th ene 
spite of the fact you couldn't get bem, to use a typewriter 

with ‘their intercepts oracles stuff was always 

in pencil or the red form sheets. 

Yeah, right, vient and it worked? 

They said so, I remember pectin amazed. cney had one guy 
was sriting t ty ing AWAY an| 

won NOs there: are earphones ana Wuidbhy Guat ames. 

producing pretty nice looking traffic. Of course it 
r 

wasn't in a live situation. 

7 
Who did you support in New Delhi, the U. S. Commander, 

- Wa 
rat AAA way it Stillwell? 

Nin ant AY 
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aos He was in HF oracse of the troops in Burma. I don't 

know who the local CO, maybe if you threw some names I 

may could verify them. | 

I don't know, I don't know. You wouldn't recall the G-2 

or the officer to whom you provided the material? Let me 

ask again, you produced translations or reports or 

‘SummarieS» abba Aa did you get your product into the 

hands of the G-2? 

We produced decrypts which went over to the translation 

guys, Henley and Frank Tenney and Bernie Wiseburger, that 
was on the 

was the ir alae who, shift with us, I couldn't remember 

his > 
a calla bf And they'd been suginen tess people kept 

coming in all time, we kept growing and growing. And 

as ner as 
they'd translate them and the translations, the-vears I 

Bick with, 

could tell would go ginalant to the CO , Bickwity and he'd 

do the desominatian}arssemination. 

I see. So would you guess that he made a daily run or a 

courier? | 

Well somebody certainly did, somebody certainly did, but I 

have no idea vio sibGfput the finger on. But I know the 

support to Stillwell was crucial several times. I think 

the intelligence we provided had a hell of a lot to do 

MyitKy inka 

with the Battle of Mandate caret! up the Way it did, and 

: rif {der 

it seems to me that Flip oe 

their lives to us, too. And, you know that's a funny thing. 

After I got back I met the woman I married at a party. 
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Some years later her high school biology teacher was in 

We 
town and he looked her up, invited us theres we went to a 

and VE 

party, turned out that this guy was one of Flip 

Covce ¢ BK’ © pilots and he wouldn't be talking to me if I, you know “ger 

/ 
can't get over it. 

ae didn't tell him,of course, but I told her. She still 

FARLEY: You were able be read information that the aon were 

o Yau 

aware of their operations ox penne vod ye _ EEMEND EF 

‘enough about it to put it on tape? 

WM: No I-don't. ge4jht s a shame none of those translators 

stuck around, ehh. the guys you ought to talk to. 

FARLEY? yes. . 

WM: i Because we eeoover ed and decrypted in Japanese and while 

all of us knew all kinds of common Japanese terms, enough 

to know when we were reading things properly, we weren't 

ce ble, thal 's 
pleat Scone | else to take their word for it, grat 

\A You’ ve q oT FS fo 

hot stuff, 1 Maur gory get that out. cpatchy 

FARLEY: you had somebody scan it then when you had a akgecnyify, (Cm 

WM: Oh yeah, they'd come in and look over our shoulders lot 

of 
of times when things were kinda hard and we needed help 

on Stripping. See, if the keys weren't recovered and the 

message, was. important and we had some other traffic around 

that fit on that page,the shallow depth, you needed all 

enn because 
the help you could get to strip it out cause, you couldn't 

wait another two weeks until Arlington Hall sent that 

particular page to you. And the interplay there was 
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important and there were times when the traffic was ft (mprtant 

— Myit KYina 
like Mitcheror and some other Burmese operations when 

two or three of those guys would almost live in the same 

ad thoy world. 
office with us while we sweated these things outy, snatch 

it as 
if | Nee as it's done-sr run across the hall and 

translate it. 

FARLEY: Most of the information was pretty perishable then Pos 

tre 
Ene Wha Ls line? 

WM: P ety ae know the Burmese campaign was a small thing 

compared to what was going on in Southwest Pacfic and 
thes 

what was going on in Europe, but thee were GIs involved 
| Bickwith 

and yeah,it was important. peicbiled so some kind of a 

decoration out of it for our supportyg I don't think it 

. en -Le fon of Ment 

was a routine Hed am oe story or something like that. 

FARLEY: He should have. 

WM:: I can recall, I'm coming in the office and ies deiae 
a Hal {Pint ” 

communications “trom Yalt-Aineh Stillwell, “simply 

congratulating us on the support we were giving them. 

So, yeah,we. were doing good things which is why we worked 

around the clock. 

FARLEY: That's another one I was going to ask. You did get 
other than 

feedback from the people you were supporting, | compliments, 

"Give te 

saying jw ive us more of this, what do you have on? 

WM: Well it was the compliments that would be read to uS, L 

jazwark Thal vor LaAssohtchacty largely ti BAM vas geebaotrared ue Bickw x 

Pisin If you knew the guy you realize that he! d be 

§ LE NATE LA: 
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the front man, Adit tily/ get ting all the credit and 

handling the consumers and things like that. 

them, 
FARLEY: Did you have specific EEIS or as we used to call PROD 

Did 
requirements, but earlier it was EEIs, d4& you get some 

guidance, precise guidance from the G-2 people or the 

intelligence officres? 
i 

WM: I couldn't say,. aa aoe I was a cryptanalyst. 

oF Mough 
FARLEY: I know, but I Sin retrospect maybe you'd recall, exkay.— 

: offices f wust AVL 

WM: We had a lot of offices who mp@ePosen doing something; 

they sure weren't doing any of the real work. 

FARLEY: ~~ you were propery eS ‘told to. give us as much intelligence 

as you can. Did’ you ever have the po that you were 

sort of step children out in the car. tha Bletchley Park 
je 

people and the Central eae ae then. oh* yeah, there's 

an outfit out in India? 

We 
WM: No because the job was big enough to occupy USe WA never - 

had enough resources, never had enough men to do everything 

that needed doing. you don't worry about things like 

that. Later on when I got back and 1 what was going on 

in other places, yeah, I figured it was a pretty small 

operation and not of much interest. 
Biletect 7 

FARLEY: nase other officers were there besides BeckwEEN and Latapus? 

WM: Aye euith Stowbridge, there's a Cameron Hosmeny Orlando 

zur Re Pigaclte 
Ww. Stevenson III, Captain peasy Jerky Pazerky we called 

ai 
himg of God, what a pistol. He got into a hell of a 

mess. I guess he was on leave and got up to the Northern 
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part of India where it borders on Afganistan and they 

tell me he stepped across the border and pulled out his 

5. 

Crazy: | 
ie “P< wre é 

Yeah. Jerky patos 

Did it aesit him anything? ) 

I guess he. got a reprimand. Later on, we finally got an 

ERequan) 

IBM - setup, a lieutenant named Ekegeam, headed that up. 

when -did Lambrosf” come out there as a chief of some section? 

I really couldn't tell you what he was reallyf he didn't 

bother me,I know that. It was kind of late in the day, I 

alveady 
think: we were Alles de acey Zounting down when he came out. 

<y well ‘let! 's talk about Mainline 6666, water transport. 

yeah, that's right. . 

7755 

Yeah, we worked on those. 

What did you get out of the water Pransport, do you recall? 

On the end product end I couldn't tell you. 
at 

Yeah, that right, that's the rough part. You just ground 

out the groups, andyn- 

isis clea, that's right, and we got guidance from the 

linguists on what was important, what was hot traffic 

and what wasn ‘fs. Ally tre the keywords sap oh would 

indicate messages of interestf. Like on Daten Ulaaeaneks 

we knew the ports that they were laa! interested in 1, ae 

the ports which would be supplying Burma and we'd give 

Wea in i Jit 
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that kind of traffic priority. 

FARLEY: Also my notes mentiong two companies, one was the 3147th Sig 

n RS : 4 

Service VORPADy oie, wae there another ond I couldn't find 

any reference to a second one” Was that your outfit, 3147th? 
: 3 

WM: ‘ Those are numbers I never heard Before. 

FARLEY: Is that right? 

WM: Never heard of them before. 
i Ss 

FARLEY: You were also acting first gergeant out there too weren't 

Ss 
you, or first gergeant, not acting? 

WM: For a while, yeah, I was the ranking guy in the camp, I 

guess and somebody had to be that. 

FARLEY: So you managed the troops as well aspy other duties % 

WM: Well yeah by then I ‘knew my way around the Army. No, in New 

preeet 
Delhi prepident?tt56) we had a first sergeant named Myron, 

/ 7a fe His 

Teg was from Provo, Utah, I remember ee ee name 

was ee I remember lone I can't think of. his last 
(eis real ize that 

name, No, I didn' tl they had broken the thing down into 

units. 

FARLEY: Yeah) there was a reference to 3147th,.Sig Service Company. 

Were you right at the Headquarters, SIS? 
a 

WM: Yes. 

FARLEY: | What did they call it Cannaught Circle, or? 

WM: That sounds right, Cannaught Circle. 

FARLEY: | But you were right at the Headquarters, SIS? 

WM: It was a building, of small two or three white building, 

we were on the ground floor. 
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Was there any security at all? oe you have guards and 

barbed wire fence or anything of that type? 

Well HG! there was iq ion grill work on the windows on 

the lower floor, but that's about all, and guards, 

Did you have any identification procedure, badges, or 

personal recognition. What was it to permit people in? 

iD, there 
Personal recognition I guess, yeah, wlers, were ID 

cards and spf rd ‘askea to display these sometimes, Bilt 1 

don't recalls had badges with pictures on and everything 

like thats Yop. fancy. 

That's right, that's right, your dog tags probably. 

And the barracks were just a couple of blocks away from 

the building, he tnctown barracks. 

Sate oe had a mess hall} had your own cooks and bakers 

tae? | 

_ Yeah, yéah. 

Was ‘the food ‘palatable? 

Well, swing, shift you know, you made do. 

Oh ‘yeah, you'd bring your own fresh eggs, anything you 

want after midnight, right. You mentioned >Afythe British. 

Did the British come over and visit, us as often as we did 

them ae was there any interchange at all? 

I really couldn't sayy I know that on one occasion they 

peaxi? came down to talk probably low-grade systems and 

that's when I got to talk to them. And on two occasions 
=> (Gee 

we went out there to talk to them about gee, I'm not sure, 

‘ Peat s: 

ih ra weiti 
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the division of effort, I guess. But I aes fo nls 

the liaison that took place was ot txt Mofpicersnete™* aca 

and it just didn't involve the working guys. 

Probably. 

And oe when they got down to the nitty- gritty would we 

O47 2 

be aware that there was this liaison ‘going on, W hinene- 

may have been an abi 1@t Of Lf, I Just den'E koow. 

Sure. How about people from Arlington Hall, any 

cryptanalysts? 

Never saw them. 

Okay, they t come out. 

0S &. 
Ehosy that came stayed. They didn't Stow, 

They ses let them go back, huh. 

Well they came because they were assigned. 

7? Was 
How about the people from the U. S. Navy? wae, there any 

U. S. Navy operations in New Delhi, SIS type? 

Not that I know of, not that I know of. If there were, 

they sure kept it gpd tele quiet. 

Were you ca Ns at that time of the eee ec friction 

asin * bes SIGINTers and the Navy SIGINTers? 

Oh yeah that's from the Munition Building days, sure, 

The big hassle while we decided how to split up the: work 

on te OURPLE machine and things like that. 

Odd days, even days? 

That's right. And don't forget the Munitions Building 

was right next to the Navy Building connected by a catwalk 

Wis 
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on the second floor, dipfft 1 can recall going over to the 

ns ’ 
Navy Building,,do various kind of business. 

Ardy J" 1 was not encouraged as I recall. 
“Se 

I don't know that it was discouraged suk seems to me that 

reasonably 
they got along «x well, with some friction because 

“/ 

people ffhad sort ae ere rights on various things. 

But I know they were impressed with us and we re them, 

A \\ they W e4-? 

ag. pros, all good people, dedicated to what { doing 

and it means an awful lot in this business. 

Is it because of the high level troopers that the jealously, 

envy, whatever you want to call it, the high level troopers 

preccpitated 
on the Army side and the Navy side, is that what pareipatated 

this friction? I know at the lower level the troops 
“that was * 

would interchange information, there's "no problem 

Sure, yeah I think it was purely politics on the upper 

ho qoing te 
level, who was qanns, swallow whom, is really what it 

amounted to and the Navy,always traditionally smaller 

with less funding than the Army and the Army threatening 

to take them over, the Navy resisting. And maybe some 

+hat 
foresight it's all worrying about the day the/ a merger 

would take place. 

Uh huh. 
AQ ne : 

i empire is at eb you can get 

ornery 
awful poesty? | 2 

Toward the end of the war did things sort of taper down, 

Was 
ea EES less traffic or less cetene, information to work? 
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nv We 
Oh yes, yeah, we were sort of given “make WOLK » WANES sent 

hundreds and hundreds of depths on a Japanese air system 

that needed recovering, I guess they couldn't man it at 

nEeeageOR Halt and sent them out to us and we stripped 

Vi nee Has 

the stuff to a Agwinly well, and sent back recoveries, had 

to learn a whole new jargon and new vocabulary, groups for 
\s 

. : "an 
airplanes and things. But ‘that was sort of make work at had 

; Wwe 
very little operational value to uS»% wen just did it when 

_ there was nothing else to do and AAdF as the months wore 

‘on there was nothing else to do but that. 

How much support did you get in the way of collateral, 

mr 7? 

captured codebooks, captured materials 
(St 

Oh, that came through very fast, UHM tne jist of it 

AA electrically and photostats by courier. Yeah, 

when the Southwest Pacific campaign picked up and they 

started making captures of documents, the stuff got to us 

fairly rapidly I would say. 

ee er materials. captured in Burma or in the 

India area, do you recall? 
Vemem bar, 

That rings a bell, but you know I just can't putlany.,, - 

Would the British provide you anything if they had captured 

it 
useful material, would they have provided? 

WEC- S1S~ Delhi 
I'm sure they would, after all “phteypedugcbhevbisiy WSLS 

4 ; N 

Heltiy liaison had to have some substance to itg I'm sure 

they weren't just serving each other tea. But I simply 

wasn't privy to that kind of thing. 
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Sure. Was there a TICOM effort out of New Delhi after 

the Japanese surrendered? 
/ Callimahos Pay 

Yeah I think that's what guys like Calemendhetias49 ana 
WwW ho 

some “others wiGareither volunteered or hadn't had enough 

time to rotate yet, were kept busy at. I was long gone 

by then so’I couldn't give you the details. But some of 

them stayed on ,gee,a year or more after we got out, mostly 

traveling. 
i 

You must have had enough points toward the end of the war 

to come back home hadn't you, overseas? 

Oh yeah, we no sooner got out of New Delhi, flew to 

Karachi 
Garetohy4 deeds and got on a troop ship, dea E eo in Hoboken 

(Adit fA Was des 

three » I-guess it was, took a train to Dix and 

days later. 

Did you. That was Ae, late '45? 
silealhs nM 

vherRetaedhde ESA aiediuege says “October 37, 1945. 
eryor 

Typist, huh? ‘ 

It ae be Haan the Aa’ 

didat know\whetter_itWasSh or AV, _ctypedtalytic— 

ind ike 1 I_wontt tel you-stofiies, tim goingto 

_intarviéw you. Is there anything else about New Delhi or 

Th 

about your unit aes New Delhi that you should put on tape 

TV Brecdores 
for our historians, antedotes, anything that you want, 

that. are useful? Was it an enjoyable two years? 

From 
pty Aho TEM ga personal standpoint, I never could 

adjust to India as a country, the way it was in those 
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that hit me so hard when I first saw it I never got over 

it. No, I didn't enjoy gh inaia at all. I decd ef fered 5 

travel in the country. I wouldn't even take my authorized 
‘ 

deoeay to go to rest camps up in the hills in the hot 

weather, I never went to one of those things. But the 

work was greatg eg rere like we were doing an awful lot 

IO yieugh 
of good and there were concrete evidence of it, 

So 

concrete evidence of it on occasion sik poe it kept you 

motivated. 

Aside from ie that square overnight, Waar wdu1a~ 
single 

v$h Loy would Lied HH out any accomplishment or ‘personal | 

achievement that a were proud of during that ‘tour in ee 
t 

Oh, ae were a whole series of sort of minor little 

ean ope 3 oy but so ething pumped you up almost evety week, 

but nothing outstanding. The only reason I remember that 

Don 't 
square incident was the reaction from Washington, | ap rit 

Ju 
do that anymore. 

-Oh boy, it's unbelievable, 

No, we did lots of things like that and never sent the 

stuff home so we couldn't get gigged. 

That's ‘ shame. 

Well | that probably goes on to this day. We're always 

~ eo 

discouraging the field from going | aa seesediae their 
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authori ty,*directives. 

That's right. But it was a pretty satisfying two years? 

For work, sure, ‘oh yeah, had a ball. But I wish it'd 

been in some ether councey: I jagerecoata adjust to there, 

That's terrible. I had 17.glorious months in Brisbane, 

so, quite a difference. Okay let's go back to Ft. Dix, 
ou're ome, You've 

now youte-trome;—yourg trying to decide what to peice ‘what 

happened? 

Oh I had no trouble deciding what to do. As soon as 1 

went home Sew the folks: I went down to Washington again 

Teemploument , 2c had 
and told them I was hes seuys in peenpleyéd+stherets no 

Fr levn ; ; A 

. problem snout soy blll Sona me up right away. Shortly 

after that I went back to work. I think LAA. the whole 

elapsed time was something like two and a half, three 

lpetween + he ; 
weeks, by time I got out of the Army and time I signed on 

-again. 

Coming in as a civilian again, did you notice the change 

of pace or a complete relaxation of effort or how different 

was it from when you left in the '42? 

Oh very different, very different. There still was some 

lingering military. They assigned me to one of the 

predecessors of Pl when I came back. I guess I'd had 

enough experience so I should have been a pretty good 

cryptanalyst functioning on my own oabee-aniy of the people 

I worked with was then Sergeant Walter Jacobs, yeah. 

Bletchley Park. 
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WM: He was back then, he was back. This would be after the 

ou re 

war of course, sfddietal king now about October, November, 

December '45. But he was still in the Army, you see putting 

in his time. 

FARLEY: What sort of a system were you working on then or did you. 
different ; 

go into a different area, completely, from the Far Eastern 

problems? Aeate'c 

WM: ., i le ce aie lade sort of free-lanced, pe ‘s the 

; systen, cel ma) pean tla al can recall, 

pparets an ruthdptes aout Sagmeister news 

oa Sationstietl ee involving transposition 
ar Jeo é sere 

Bo 3.30(3) and get tlafy, "neg wae fung fger had 2¢ dieerlemetest x 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

forget how they went, but ~~ involved ‘the 26 letters of 

The grille 
the stighiatiat, amb ente Leertgeteaa aaa for A, had a great 

Once 
big A in it, the one for B had a B in it, gna, we ‘tumbled 

+o 
“ae that, we had a hell of a lot of fun recovering that. 

Letter “T" — 

We broke in on one with a 10 AbEHH, took up so little 

space it was almost simple transposition. Then we got 

the nulls up’ there and the nulls down there, I. 

FARLEY: How involved were we with Russian systems? 

ec" ’ ’ am ; 
WM: I'd oe back quite a while I guess, I kept hearing about 

BourBon e One 
ee Oa Captain Kirby ee Le me in 

POMS 
nial ebghighly recommended Bill, would you consider 

yf 

transferring to this problem, y; yp need your talents. I 

wound Pour Bon Qeovlen od +5 ciel ee he 

UP on a \ on ona I guess I had a 
Hat ioe aaa 

predecessor to eee do that, but sheveg alight» 
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The 
tag problem was very interesting in those days. 

is wae ply 
Had we been. reading the system throughout number-27—-wet 

ad We 
Dot he\ the syeren\agoviet weystems Had Lean A weet been 

directing an effort against the Soviet systems during WW II. 

I couldn' t say, I wasn't here, 

Okay. | 

I only sped: from about early '46 when I transferred to 

the problem, they had a large going effort so obviously '* had 

Heewmoine for some time. I don't know whether ,Atedq¢z ther 

probably was a Soviet effort but. 

Were we successful? 

yaus £ have been | the 
There nef day's an Irish effort for instance, ea were 

neutral, right. 

‘Yeah. 

And yet I don't now that for a fact, I don't know anybody 

that worked on it. There probably was a Soviet effort, 

-but it was kept very quiet.:. 

But were we successful in '46 in reading Soviet systems? 

Sure, but I think that stuff is still compartmented. 

Okay, well fine, we won't talk about it then. I know it 

is. Okay. Any other systems that intrigue you, some 

7 
that are unbreakable. sf 7 i if 

Well now sped getting too current and Agnesitate to put 

anything on the record for fear that, you know I'd always 

have to be watching my words and making sure. 
cil 

Sure, Hb Aghi don't vant "to a0 that. That brings us 
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is to about '46. °° Is there anything we've forgotten$ I can 

sort of taper off if you wish. We've been here an hour 

already. 

WM: No, I think that's SaeGant Let me mull over what I've said 

and see what else I can dredge up that’might be of interest. 

FARLEY: aoe sir. I know from '46 to the present time there 

are four or five dozen projects in which you were involved. 

WM: _ Yeah, but all that stuff is very well documentéd. 

FARLEY: yes, I know, I know. 

~FPARLEY?— he reason I asked you to talk about CBI is because there 

was so little afaieta dy, in formation a 

WM: ay ‘Well there wasn't much an effort compared to the rest of 

the war. 

FARLEY: I've read their history and I've talked to people who 

were there like Don Snow and Lambros way back when and I 

never could quite figure gan te worked and who you supported 

and what? 

WM: Well I'm afraid I wasn't much help there. 

FARLEY: You were, you were very much. 

WM: There was a minor systems group that we had to set up 

later on because they got so numerous and we were so busy 

exploiting the mainline ‘S*Lieutenant Barker, Wayne Barker, 

the. cov) 

who now runs Press. 

FARLEY: Would you mind talking about him as you recall. 

WM: A very obnoxious character, tremendous ego, he mystified 

~ HANDLE VIA CONCINT-CHATINELS-6¢+——_ 
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some of his GIs once by claiming to be able to break the 

SIGKRBA 
Sigabea and he went through some hokus-pokus and got out some 

plaintext, @ phony. He desperately wanted to be a 
q ; 

cryptanalyst®% ke desperately I think wanted to work for 

NSA when he came out. But he wasn't: very good and he had 

just entirely the wrong attitude. He was a do-it- 

his 
yoursel fer » thie, is mine and. you can't take it from me 

and if I can't solve it, I'll bee damned if eaeree is : 

“Goin ; You R ves 
J2anh Tove a chance. at-it that might show me ue ¥ a 

that kind. of thing.. ‘Thoroughly obnoxious guy. But he ran the 

‘minor systems and per force he would have to come and ask 

me_ what to do next on occasion and I'd tell him and=he 

¥ oe always | hea a chip on his ‘shoulder and it was a blow to me 

eqean 
when he. crops up years later running the Press and 

H 

taking ail our treasured documents and publishing them for 

profit.” 

FARLEY: Yeah, we're giving them to him. _ . . . 

WM: I cand, well you have to, FOIA. (( Freedom Sar ilal Ack )) 

FARLEY: When did he get out of the service, would you pecavi. ata Did 

he stay on after the war? | RTs: aan tage 

WM: I left him behind because he was one of rhey they kept 

augmenting and the guys who came a year or so after I left 

simply didn't have enough points to go back when I did. 

tric kl ed Callimahos 
I have no idea how they triekk out. I think Cateemahos— 

Vea stew Che 

and one or two others closed up the place, but I don't 

know if Barker was one of those or not. 
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FARLEY: I don't know either» I never knew the guy. I appreciate 

that comment because we've had various reports on this 

individual. ie, 

WM: I couldn't stand him and he knew itg he knew it. 

FARLEY: | Six I've taken up an hour of your time, shall we knock it 

off? 

WM: Yeah, I think so. 

FARLEY: aLyeiant sir, thank you greatly and waetbe later on we can 

expand a little bit. 

WM: aiybignt. 

FARLEY: Thank you. 
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